
make your own: 
1/2  n  1/2 leggings 



FABRIC YOU NEED: 

elastic  length 
— Use stretch needles
— Use clips instead of pins
— If you don’t have a overlocker, you
can use a zig zag stitch 
— You can use a zig zag stitch or twin
stretch needle  instead of a cover stitch
to hem
— Cut notches to use them as guides to
match up the fabrics when sewing  

 

make your own: 1/2  n  1/2 leggings 

1m of 4 way stretch lycra ( Fabric 1)

1m of 4 way stretch lycra ( Fabric 2) 

3cm wide elastic cut to length

Size guide

SIZE 6 = 24” 

SIZE 8 = 26” 

SIZE 10 = 27.5”

SIZE 12 = 29”

SIZE 14 = 31” 

SIZE 16 = 33”

SIZE 18 = 35”

SIZE 20 = 37” 

TIPS: 

right
side

wrong
side 

1.2m* for sizes 16+ 



Lay the pattern piece right side up
and cut out 1 X LEFT LEG in Fabric
1. Flip the pattern piece wrong
side up and cut out 1 X RIGHT LEG
in Fabric 2

make your own: 1/2  n  1/2 leggings 

Place right sides of the 2 legs
together. Overlock/ Zig Zag down
the centre front and centre back

Clip  alongside inseam of leg, matching
up centre front and back seam. Overlock/
zig zag the entire inseam from one ankle
to the other

Turn inside out
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make your own: 1/2  n  1/2 leggings 

Take your cut elastic. Overlap the
2 ends by 1” and stitch a rectangle  
to secure them together. (This will
match up with the centre back)

Measure and mark the halfway point
around  the elastic.  Put the elastic
inside the top of the leggings. Clip this
point with the centre front seam and the
rectangle join with the  centre back
seam. Add more clips around to secure

Overlock/ ZIg Zag the elastic to
the top of the waistband

Fold the elastic under, pin to
secure in place and cover stitch/
zig zag down 
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make your own: 1/2  n  1/2 leggings 

Fold up the ankle hem 1cm and
cover stitch/ zig zag around.
Repeat on both sides

TAG US IN YOUR CREATIONS AT
@BX.STUDIO, WE’d love to see! 
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